
Holyport 1XI v HURLEY 1XI – 20th August 2016 

 

Match abandoned 
 

HOLYPORT 
M Fowler b Brown 0 

J Pajwani b Akhtar 29 

A Riley Run Out 25 

D Wessels b Ridgeway 69 

W Sennet c Akhtar b Brown 47 

M Careem c Nothey b Brown 5 

V Jayachandran b Brown 13 

S Miller c Simoes b Brown 9 

M Azmath b Akhtar 7 

A Thompson Not Out 0 

T Hayes b Akhtar 5 

 Extras 21 

 Total 230ao 

 

R Brown 15-2-64-5 Scott Taylor 6-2-31-0 

N Akhtar 12.1-4-29-3 P Ridgeway 9-0-52-1 

K Nothey 7-1-39-1 

 

HURLEY 
V Bhagwani b Jayachandran 8 

S Wright c Azmath b Jay..ran 3 

N Akhtar c Pajwani b Wessels 41 

P Ridgeway c Azmath b Hayes 1 

St Taylor c c Careem b Wessels 2 

Sc Taylor Not Out 16 

D Simoes Not Out 6 

C Wright 

R Brown  

Y Gul  

K Nothey  

 Extras 21 

 Total 98-5 

 

V Jay..ran 7-1-34-2 D Wessels 7-3-11-2 

T Hayes 9-4-6-1  J Pajwani 2-1-2-0 

M Azmath 7-2-28-0 

 

The Bank Holiday weather arrived a week early as wind, rain and chill made for a miserable 

afternoon with four interruptions for rain and one prolonged stoppage to find the ball. Hurley 

won the toss and looking at the dappled sky decided to bowl in the hope of quick wickets 

and early points. Ross Brown (5-64) struck in the third over bowling Fowler, and when Riley (25) 

was run out after a late decision for an easy single, the home side declined to 39-2. Jonty 

Pajwani (29) took a while to get going, but just as he began to find the boundaries he was 

cut down by Naeem Akhtar (3-29). The critical partnership was always going to be between 

Dan Wessels (69) and Will Sennet (47) and these two added 97 in 17 overs, Wessels 

particularly punishing anything loose or short. Phil Ridgeway (1-52) took some punishment but 

had Wessels chopping on to his stumps with the score on 173-4. Brown returned and his pace 

and bounce precipitated the collapse forcing Sennet to drive to mid-off and Holyport 

declined to 230 all out in 50 overs. 

 



The weather began to deteriorate and with it Hurley’s reply. Pinch-hitter Vik Bhagwani (8) 

launched one mighty straight six but then was bowled in the 5th and Steve Wright (3) tried to 

exploit the gap on the leg side but failed to clear mid-on running round (12-2). Akhtar (41) 

and Ridgeway (1) rebuilt adding 29 before the economic Tim Hayes (1-6) had Ridgeway 

driving at mid-off. Akhtar was harvesting the majority of runs. The second rain break and after 

the top sight-screen had given in to the gale saw the demise of Steve Taylor (2) slashing to 

gully. Careem took the sharp catch off Wessels (2-11) who was generating pace. With the 

light fading and the clouds gathering Wessels decided to bowl short and balls whizzed over 

Scott Taylor’s head. Taylor (16not) was driving beautifully, but with the skies gloomier than a 

Sam Allerdice press conference and Wessels still bowling, the game was abandoned at 7.12 

with Hurley 98-5 from 32 overs.  


